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Preface

This note contains a presentation and overview of the papers that I have
submitted for the degree doctor scientiarum (dr. scient.). Since the papers are
written in English the official summary is in Danish. The summary is
included at the end of this note.

The introduction relates the subject matter of the submitted papers to current
discussions in computer science. Section two gives a brief account of the
research area in question, how it has developed over the last 25 years, and its
current status.

Section three presents and discusses the results structured according to the
frame of reference given in section two. For each sub-area the central issues
are introduced. Then the results obtained are presented; the practical as well
as the theoretical. Finally, a short comparison and evaluation in relation to
relevant literature is made.

Section four contains a short discussion of the methods used, and section five
presents ideas for future research.

1 Introduction

The efficiency of computers has increased dramatically over the last decades,
as have our technical skills. However, increased technical proficiency has not
been able to meet the challenges of our profession as new groups of people get
involved and the use of computers proliferates. Today, we, as computer
professionals, usually find ourselves in complex organizational settings,
where diverse and often conflicting interests co-exist. While we work, the
problems our designs are supposed to handle are evolving, as are the views
of the people involved. As practitioners, we no longer face problems so well-
defined that technical experts working alone can find the right solution. To
meet the current challenges of our profession we need new ways of
understanding our profession and our relations to other parts of society, new
ways of working and new ways of cooperating with others.

This development is mainly driven by the use  of computers, i.e. from the
outside, not the inside, of computer science1. It is thus not surprising that
general recognition of this change is slow, particularly in the scientific com-
munity, and that some of its first mainstream reflections are to be found in
areas close to practice, such as the ACM Code of Ethics and discourses on the
future of our profession, e.g. curricula proposals (Anderson, Johnson,
Gotterbarn, & Perrolle, 1993; Denning, 1992; Hartmanis, 1992; Turner, 1991).
These writings call for a broadening of the concerns of computing education
and research. Denning, for example, points to areas such as communication

                                                
1 In fact part of this debate is reflected in the choice between “computer” and “computing”
science: the term computer places focus on the machine, whereas computing emphasizes the use
of the machine.
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and collaboration (p. 88) and the Code of Ethics states that “When designing
and implementing systems, computing professionals must attempt to ensure
that the products of their efforts will be used in socially responsible ways, will
meet social needs and will avoid harmful effects to health and welfare.”
(imperative 1.1). And “(As an ACM member and an organizational leader, I
will) Manage personnel and resources to design and build information
systems that enhance the quality of working life.” (imperative 3.2).

These texts clearly indicate that the work of computing professionals is not
merely concerned with developing solutions to given specifications.
However, the concrete suggestions for re-orientation of research and
education seem more modest than the changed situation – and the texts
themselves – calls for (Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1994).

When we turn from North-America to Europe, the call to address issues
traditionally categorized as value-laden is also present. Thus in the address
from the University of Hamburg to the recent 13th IFIP World Congress the
speaker pointed to the need to cater for both democratic values and
ecologically sound developments. Again, the way this call is answered by the
papers in the proceedings leaves much to be desired (Pehrson, Simon,
Brunnstein, Raubold, Duncan, & Krueger, 1994).

The changes and the need for reorientation are just beginning to attract wider
attention in the scientific community and the kind of re-orientation called for
is not something that happens overnight. However, a body of research
already exists that as part of its very base incorporates a number of the
concerns raised above. An influential example from the United States is the
book “Understanding Computers and Cognition: A New Foundation for
Design, by Winograd and Flores” (1986) – from Europe I mention the edited
book “Software Development and Reality Construction” (Floyd, Züllighoven,
Budde, & Keil-Slavik, 1992). Two examples from my own work are the DUE
[1] and the UTOPIA projects [2, 3, 4]2. DUE supporting democratic influence on
development and use of computers and UTOPIA with its dual focus on
enhancing the quality of work and of products. Such work represents an
opportunity to take a look at where these concerns over a period of more
than two decades have taken their proponents.

I encourage the reader to view the work presented here in this light: as a
search for professional and scientific re-orientation to meet the challenges
emerging from the use of computers.

2 The subject area

A first characterization of the subject area is given by the two words in the
main title: “users” and “computers”. At the most general level, the area
concerns people using computers and their relations to development and use
of computer systems. Compared to a traditional approach to computer science

                                                
2 Throughout this overview paper, references to the papers that I have submitted for the
degree doctor scientiarum are given in square brackets, i.e. “[...]”.  They are listed on page one.
The other papers referenced are listed in section 6.
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my research acknowledges users as those who make computing meaningful.
The first distinction is then between a traditional/mechanistic/functionalistic
approach on the one hand and a contextual/romantic/“non-functionalistic”
on the other – an issue I will return to below.

A contextual/romantic/non-functionalistic approach entails the notion of
conflicting interests, of the absence of the one best solution. The outcome of a
design effort is determined by the context – what interests are supported –
and by the effort itself – which participants are supported. Furthermore,
design efforts are grounded in time and space: conditions varying from one
country to another and changing over time are crucial in shaping design
efforts. In my own research this simple insight has had a profound influence:
in the 1970ies existing contexts supported managerial interests only, and I
worked on developing supplementary contexts supporting users/workers
interests. Later, in the mid 1980ies, we had severe difficulties in supporting
user/worker participation in design activities proper, and I came to see the
development of such support as the most needed task in our research.

This latter theme, supporting user/worker participation in design activities
proper, now characterizes a research area. The label most often attached to the
area is currently “Participatory Design” (PD), (Kuhn, Muller, & Meskill, 1992;
Muller & Kuhn, 1993). From a constructive point of view the question is how
to develop tools, techniques and theories to support major aspects of different
roles of users, including cooperation with professional designers, in system
development projects, i.e. users in the role of “contributors to design”. The
first of the two themes above, the context – what interests are supported,
often seems to be lost in current PD research.

In the following, I have chosen to present my research primarily in relation
to PD although the above characterization as contextual/romantic/nonfunc-
tionalistic does not apply to the entire the PD area. Over the years, the specific
tradition, the shaping of which I myself have contributed to, has been given
different names. In the mid 1980ies Pelle Ehn and I introduced the name
“The Collective Resource Approach to Systems Design” (CRA) [3] and, at the
same time, Bansler has named it “The Critical Tradition” (1989). With our
book “Design at Work: Cooperative Design of Computer Systems”
(Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991), we introduced the of concept cooperative design
to emphasize the increased focus on design activities proper as well as the
inclusion of research contribution from the humanities and the social
sciences. Personally, I find both labels suitable: “The Collective Resource
Approach”, CRA, denoting the Scandinavian research tradition that I have
been a part of, since the mid 1970ies, and “Cooperative Design” denoting that
part of our research within CRA which is directed towards design activities
proper. Finally, as a supplementary characterization of my own research
within CRA I have chosen the subtitle “A contextual approach to design of
computer artifacts”, as a way of emphasizing the central role of design in my
research and, at the same time, the crucial importance that I attach to the
context of design.
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PLAYERS IN THE FIELD

The area of PD is relatively new and has enjoyed a surge of interest recently
(Muller & Kuhn, 1993; Shapiro, 1993). A core of work – the Scandinavian
Collective Resource Approach, of which my own research is a part – has a 25-
year-old history with strong emphasis on workplace democracy. Other work,
travelling under the banner of participatory design or early user
involvement, is appearing in a number of different disciplines. Two
examples are the disciplines Information Systems and Human Computer
Interaction where users traditionally enter the process only at the end of the
day: When the system is to be installed and the “users-to-be” thus need to be
instructed on how to use the new system; Or when the interface – not the
functionality – goes through the final usability testing before release of the
system. During the initial phases, such as feasibility studies and analysis, the
insight needed into the work of an organization developing or buying a
system is provided by the managers of the “users-to-be”. In fact, this trend has
been so powerful that these days we often have to retreat to such labels as
“end-users” to be sure that they, the real users, are not confused with their
managers.3

But times are changing. These days Microsoft wants users involved early in
their design efforts – not managers, and not IS people. Nokia develops and
evaluates e.g. remote controls by studying television users in their homes
and by means of mock-ups. Lotus and IBM do usability testing “up-front”
based on paper mock-ups of the interface – before functionality is frozen. And
Microsoft tells us that they base their design work on a Hegelian notion of
conflict.4

Between these extremes – the Scandinavian Collective Resource Approach
and the early user involvement practised by some of the large companies – a
rich and varied spectrum unfolds. Over the last decade, Scandinavian IS
research has produced a huge volume of work emphasizing early user
involvement in system development, cf. the proceedings from the annual
Scandinavian IRIS seminars and (Floyd, Mehl, Schmidt, & Wolf, 1989).
Within Software Engineering, researchers from Germany have developed a
comprehensive approach to system development that includes a partnership
view of users, cf. (Floyd, 1987; Floyd, 1992). In Britain, researchers in the socio-
technical tradition have since the late 1960’ies moved from an instrumental
and even manipulative view of users (Mumford & Ward, 1968) to a position
that can be labelled as PD (Mumford & Weir, 1979). In the US, early work
based on a labour process perspective and focusing on the (negative) effects of
computerization (Greenbaum, 1979) developed into PD approaches
(Greenbaum, 1990). Also in the US, researchers – some with a background in
ethnography – developed supplementary approaches to the investigation of

                                                
3 Referring to the managers of people using computers as “users” is misleading and has not
been done in Scandinavian work related to PD. Thus my choice is really between 1) not using the
term “users” at all, and only talk about “end-users,” or 2) using the term “users” to denote
“people using computers.” In this overview paper I do the latter.

4 All examples are from paper and panel sessions at CHI ‘94, Boston, 1994.
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work and artifacts (Suchman, 1987; Suchman & Trigg, 1991; Trigg, Anderson,
& Dykstra-Erickson, 1994). These ethnomethodologically inspired approaches
played an important role in placing use  at the center of PD concerns.

SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS

If we take a step back to look for ways to understand the developments in PD
in relation to other areas of computer and information science, several
important contributions could be mentioned, however, for the purpose of
this overview, I restrict the presentation to the following three: Bansler
(1989), Hirschheim & Klein (1989), and Dahlbom & Mathiassen (1993).5

In his paper, “Systems Development Research in Scandinavia” (1989),
Bansler identifies three theoretical schools: the systems theoretical, the socio-
technical and the critical (the last one being identical to the Collective
Resource Approach described below). Bansler’s analysis is on the level of
characterizing research traditions, and he succeeds in presenting the reader
with useful basic distinctions between the three schools, summarized in the
figure below (p. 5):

Systems theoretical
tradition

Socio-technical
tradition

Critical tradition

Knowledge interest profit maximizing job satisfaction,
participation

industrial
democracy

Notion of the
organization

cybernetic system socio-technical
system

framework for
conflicts

Notion of the
labour force

objects (“system
components”)

subjects
(individuals)

subjects (groups)

Notion of capital/-
labour relations

common interests common interests opposing interests

Bansler’s work is based on a literature study spanning the proceedings of the
Nordic computer conferences NordSAM/NordDATA in the years 1960-1985.
Since then, much has happened with respect to “users and computers”. First,
the critical school itself has developed beyond the position described by
Bansler, most notably in relation to supporting user/worker participation in
design activities proper and development efforts initiated by management.
Secondly, participatory techniques are developed within schools that do not
fit his characterization of the critical or the socio-technical school.6 In short,

                                                
5 Other important contributions in this area are those of Markku Nurminen (1988) , Christi-
ane Floyd (1987) , Winograd and Flores (1986) , and Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) . However,
for the purpose of this overview paper it suffices to say that Nurminen like Bansler presents a
tricotomy whereas the other three contrast a traditional view with its “negation” in a number
of dimensions.

6 Recently, his characterization of the information theoretical school has been criticized,
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characterizations like Bansler’s are useful in getting a first grip on a set of
research traditions, but too general and high-level – and not intended to –
explain the inner workings of a tradition.

In their CACM paper (1989), Hirschheim & Klein present four Information
System development paradigms based on the two pairs order/conflict and
objectivism/subjectivism:

   order    conflict

objectivism    functionalism    radical structuralism

subjectivism    social relativism    neohumanism

In this categorization, functionalism is very similar to Bansler’s information
theoretical school whereas social relativism to some degree captures the
socio-technical school. However, while the category functionalism is well-
founded, the other three turn out to be more blurred. Indeed, characterizing
functionalism vs. the other three “non-functionalist” categories seems to be
the major contribution of the paper. This is done through a characterization
of functionalism vs. first radical structuralism and then vs. social
relativism/neohumanism.

Finally, in their book “Computers in Context” (1993) discuss two idealised
world views: the mechanistic and the romantic. The mechanistic world view,
as developed in the 17th century by Descartes and others, fits reasonably well
with the functionalism of Hirschheim and Klein, and the romantic world
view has much in common with neohumanism, and more broadly with the
“non-functionalism” of Hirschheim and Klein.

In summary, contributions as the last two above describe a traditional ap-
proach vs. its negation in a number of dimensions. For the purpose of this
overview, I present a version that focuses on dimensions that are crucial for a
presentation of my own research. It is inspired by many of the same sources
as Dahlbom and Mathiassen and developed by Joan Greenbaum and myself
as an overview of the focus shifts in system development in going from a
traditional approach to an approach based on cooperation with users [7, p.6;
11, p.412]:

                                                                                                                                                
but not in ways that involve the characterization of the other two schools (Dahlbom, 1993,

pp. 21ff) .
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Traditional systems approach
– focus is on

Cooperative approach
– focus is on

problems situations and breakdowns

automation support

information flow social relationships

formal procedures situated work

describable skills tacit skills

expert rules human expertize

individuals communicating group interaction

rule-based procedures experience-based work

As evidenced by the work of the authors mentioned above, there is an
articulate critique of traditional computer science that calls for qualitatively
new and different concepts as we enlarge our scope from the technicalities of
computers to include the people using computers. And there is a growing
body of work, particularly in the PD area, developing tools and techniques
that focus on non-mechanical aspects, such as those listed in the right
column above, e.g. tools and techniques to support users in bringing their
tacit skills to bear in design. In this work, however, the aim of research such
as my own is not to eliminate the concerns or insights of traditional
approaches, but to place them in a new context, a context where different
concerns are primary.

This kind of work has the design process as its object of study, not societal
forces or organizations. Indeed, some researchers claim that PD, while
developing improved tools and techniques for system development, has lost
sight of the bigger issues of power, resources and conflicts and that PD mainly
helps managers to organize development work more effectively without
giving users more influence (Kraft & Bansler, 1994a; Kraft & Bansler, 1994b;
Noble, 1994).

In order to bring out, present and discuss these issues I use the distinction
between “design in context” and “contexts for design”. Under the first
heading I look at contributions to developing non-functionalistic/non-
mechanistic/non-traditional tools and techniques for design. Under the
second heading, I discuss the embedding of design in the larger
organizational and societal context, and in particular strategies for supporting
users’ democratic influence through design related activities.

However, as stated above, design efforts are grounded in time and space, and
conditions varying from one country to another and changing over time are
crucial in shaping design efforts. Thus, in order to explicate the rationale
behind my research and, in particular, the development over time in the
dual focus on “contexts for design” and “design in context” I begin with a
short historical presentation of the Scandinavian PD tradition, the Collective
Resource Approach, which is recognised as the common inspiration for most
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current PD work (Muller & Kuhn, 1993) and to which my own research
belongs.

SCANDINAVIAN PD: THE COLLECTIVE RESOURCE APPROACH

Three decades ago, PD did not exist and thus work in the seventies and
eighties had a strong formative trait and entailed numerous disputes over
what to consider as central issues, how to understand them etc., see e.g. the
book edited by Å. Sandberg (1979). Different schools or approaches in
Scandinavian system development research have been identified (Bansler,
1989) and exploring differences between these has been an important part in
understanding each approach itself [3].

The first important step in creating the Collective Resource Approach, CRA,
was taken in the early nineteen seventies with the Norwegian NJMF project
(Muller & Kuhn, 1993; Sandberg, 1979; Shapiro, 1993), which established
workers as a major, active interest group in relation to computers. Based on
Scandinavian ideas on workplace democracy, the NJMF project (Nygaard,
1979) and related projects, such as the Swedish Demos (Ehn & Sandberg, 1983)
and the Danish DUE [1], set out to improve the possibilities for workers to
influence the way their workplace was affected by management controlled
introduction of computers. Mainstream research at that time either paid no
attention to “non-managers”, beyond the need for instructing them prior to
the introduction of a new system, cf. e.g. (Andersen, Krogh-Jespersen, &
Petersen, 1972), or considered them a resource to be utilised in the fulfilment
of goals defined by management, cf. e.g. (Mumford & Ward, 1968). Against
this background it turned out that it was not feasible to develop useful paths
of influence for workers based on adjustments of existing development
methods. Results from working at the level of the design process would be
curtailed by the context of those processes, since this context did not contain
the means to promote worker interests. It was thus necessary to work at a
level that could contribute to the creation of such new contexts. As this
formative work developed, it became clear that direct participation by
workers and their trade unions played a key role. The results of these first
generation activities relate to the context of design and they can be
characterized as follows:

• A new framework for worker influence on development and use of
computer-based systems, focusing on worker controlled resources, inde-
pendent worker activities and on negotiation with management as a
basis for influence.

• A number of concrete examples demonstrating the “how” as well as
“results” in terms of differences from the outcome of traditional, man-
agerially controlled activities without such a “workers corrective.”

And finally the technology strategy was summarized as:
• Local action based on central support.

Basically, this work viewed design from the outside. The focus was on
supplementary – worker controlled – activities needed to develop a “worker’s
point of view” in relation to a new system. And usually these activities took
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place more or less in parallel with a traditional system development project,
which they aimed at influencing.

We took the next major step in fleshing out CRA in the early nineteen
eighties with the UTOPIA project [3, 4].7 Originally, our focus in the project was
on developing an example of an alternative system: A system that supported
goals of the workers, such as increased possibilities for developing skills at
work. However, it turned out once more, “that it was not feasible to develop
useful paths of influence for workers based on adjustments of existing
development methods”. This time, the problem was not the lack of a
supportive context for the design work but rather that traditional methods
were so unsuited to support user influence in the design process that real
alternatives were needed. Thus, new cooperative techniques and tools for
design became a major contribution of the UTOPIA project. Our results from
this second generation project relate more to design in context and they can
be characterized as follows:

• A “demonstration example” – from the graphics industry – showing
that it is possible to design a credible alternative to existing systems. An
alternative based on a tool perspective, that supports good working
conditions including the development of skills at work as well as
supports high quality products.

• A revised framework for trade union influence on the supply of techno-
logy, based on a new conception of central union design activities, and
further developing the framework for local activities from the first
generation activities listed above.

• A revised framework for worker/designer cooperation in design, adding
a new emphasis on the need for both worker and designer competencies
in the design process itself, and adding.

• New design techniques and tools, such as mock-ups, supporting creative
contributions by the workers.

With respect to technology strategy, the original “local action based on central
support” was supplemented with:

• Expanding local choice through centrally developed alternatives.

Subsequent to the UTOPIA project, our CRA work has continued to focus on
issues within design in context: on developing tools and techniques for
cooperation in design. In addition, there has been work on creating a “whole
organization” approach to development, i.e. an approach which involves all
groups in an organization and thus supplements the notions of a worker’s
corrective and alternative systems. With respect to technology strategy, the
“local action based on central support” and “expanding local choice through
centrally developed alternatives” has been supplemented with:

• Local co-development based on cooperative tools and techniques.

                                                
7 The later, Norwegian Florence project, 1984-87, is another example on moving from the
“workers corrective” to a managerial system development effort, to developing alternative
systems (Bjerknes & Bratteteig, 1988).
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CURRENT ISSUES IN PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

As described in the introduction, there has been a rapid increase in the
interest in involving users early in the design process. Most of this work
focuses on tools and techniques for user participation in managerially
initiated projects, and there is very little emphasis on the context for design.
In particular, the notion of worker controlled resources and independent
worker activities in combination with negotiations with management, as a
strategy for influence, has almost totally disappeared. However, there are a
few exceptions, most notably the Australian Union Research Centre on
Organisation and Technology, URCOT (Snelling & Jolly, 1994). This initiative
has been launched by the Public Sector Union and the Australian Taxation
Office to support the workers in influencing the introduction of new
computer systems and changes in work organization in the Australian
Taxation Office over a ten year period. Apart from URCOT, there are
currently no examples of “large scale & focused vision”-PD projects as was the
case for Scandinavia in the nineteen seventies and eighties with NJMF,
DEMOS, DUE, UTOPIA and Florence (Trigg, et al., 1994). On the other hand,
the rapid growth of “context-neglectant” PD and the “less-favorable” results
obtained seem to refuel the interest within PD in the relations between
design and context (Trigg, et al., 1994).

Contexts for design

Current work in this area is mainly concerned with understanding the
relations between organizational context and design: through the collection
and analysis of information on both PD and non-PD projects and through the
development of theoretical frameworks (Clement & Besselar, 1993; Wagner,
1993). The central questions concern:

• Conditions for effectively organizing PD projects and for incorporating
PD techniques and tools in “traditional” development projects,

• supporting and limiting factors on the influence of different groups in
organizations; and – as an important part of this –

• the demands on the designers themselves in the face of conflict, and the
role of values and ethics.

Design in context

Within the shared context of user participation most current work in PD is
related to techniques and tools for cooperation in design: either directly by
presenting new or modified techniques and tools for PD together with experi-
ences on the use of such techniques and tools or, indirectly, by addressing
theoretical and methodological issues relating to techniques and tools. The
central questions in this work concern the user contribution and the user/-
designer cooperation:

• Which techniques and tools are effective for users and for user/designer
cooperation in PD,
- in what stage of a project,
- in what setting, and
- for what kind of contribution.
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• The development of specific techniques and tools.
• Ways in which designers support the use of such techniques and tools.

Finally, most PD work shares an emphasis on “real life” situations as opposed
to laboratory settings. This implies that conducting PD projects plays an
important role in the PD research community, an issue I will return to in
section 4.

RELATED AREAS

The work described above has overlapping research interests with several
research areas and draws on a number other areas as auxiliary subjects.

During the formation of the CRA, sociology of work and the work on
establishing a working life science played an important role in understanding
the research subject (Sandberg, 1979). Sociology of work provided a theoretical
framework for looking at the relations between societal conditions and
technological development. Later, as the work on design itself came into the
center, the ties with sociology of work have loosened.

The emphasis on open-ended real life projects as opposed to laboratory
experiments led to an interest in a number of theories that see the world as
socially constructed. Among the philosophers that have inspired the
development of the theoretical aspects of PD are (Heidegger, 1962; Polanyi,
1967; Wittgenstein, 1953,1963).

During the last half of the nineteen eighties another new area emerged, that
of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, CSCW, cf. (Grudin, 1991a) and
proceedings from the ACM conferences on CSCW, bi-annually since 1986.
This area shares with PD the focus on cooperation. But, in addition, the
complexities of computer supported cooperation have led CSCW research
also to focus on tacit knowledge and situated action – concerns at which PD
arrived through its focus on work practice. As a result, CSCW has developed
into an area where analytical oriented studies, e.g. based on ethnography or
cultural anthropology, are confronted with construction oriented work in
originating in PD.

US researchers in this area have, e.g. following the early work of Suchman
and Wynn (Suchman, 1987; Suchman, 1983; Suchman & Wynn, 1984; Wynn,
1979a), developed increasingly more participatory techniques based on an
ethnographically inspired approach (Trigg, et al., 1994).

Also the area of Human Computer Interaction, HCI, has recently begun a
move from the laboratory towards real life situations and, in doing so, new
connections with PD are established and shared points of view emerge
(Carroll, 1995). The processes of human computer interaction – as opposed to
the research area of HCI – have, of course, been within the sphere of interest
of PD much longer. Furthermore, a growing body of work related to require-
ments engineering is addressing the challenge to traditional, formal specifi-
cation approaches raised by the situated use of computers, see e.g. (Goguen,
1992).
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Participatory design of information systems can also be viewed as part of the
broader area of Information Systems research and, particularly, within
Scandinavia there is a considerable concern for user participation in the IS
community, cf. the proceedings from the annual Scandinavian IRIS seminars
and the Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems.

Finally, the PD emphasis on design as an experimental inquiring process –
together with an interest in being able to involve users throughout a
development project – has strengthened the relations between PD and
experimental system development, cf. section five below.

In other words, a growing body of work in CSCW, HCI, Requirements Engi-
neering, Information System research and experimental system development
shares with PD a profound dissatisfaction with the shortcomings of a tradi-
tional, mechanistic approach to system development – and some of the
attempts at overcoming them.

3 The results of the papers

Based on the overview above, this section presents the results of the
submitted papers. The aim of the presentation is to convey to the reader an
understanding of possibilities and limitations of my research. However, to
understand the present, the state-of-the-art, it is necessary to know where the
work came from, against what background it was shaped. In particular, the
increased focus on early user involvement in industry and elsewhere, in
combination with the emphasis on tools and techniques for design within
CRA, increases the risk that people will look at my research and other CRA
work simply as a way to modify techniques firmly rooted in a traditional,
mechanistic approach. As discussed in (Kyng, 1994b) I am not “against” such
use of my research and other CRA work – and it would not really matter if I
were. The most important factors shaping the future of our profession are not
internal to our science, but external, related to the use  of computers. When
more general conditions support user influence in design, a traditional,
mechanistic approach, supplemented with tools and techniques from CRA,
gives more leverage to users than a traditional approach without this
“supplement.” On the other hand, if the CRA tools and techniques are under-
stood as contributions to a new way of doing design in context, and if the
importance of the context for design is realized, then the full potential of the
research presented here may be utilised and possibilities open up for
reorientation as discussed in the introduction.

In order to facilitate this kind of understanding, I use a structure resembling
the relevant parts of section two:

In section 3.1, I present important “time and space” conditions for my
research, how these developed over time in Scandinavia, particularly in Den-
mark, and some results at the level of changes in conditions.

Following this, I present the results using the two categories introduced in
section two: In subsection 3.2 I present results on contexts for design; this
forms a natural background for the subsequent treatment of techniques and
tools for cooperative design, design in context, in subsection 3.3. In each of
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these two subsections I present a short list of central issues followed by a
discussion of practical and theoretical results.

3.1 AN OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS IN CONDITIONS AND RESULTS

The work described above took place from the beginning of the 1970ies to the
mid 1990ies in close interplay with changing societal conditions in Scandi-
navia. Around 1970, when the first project of the Scandinavian CRA was
created, we may characterize the situation in the following way:

Within the trade unions only the traditional negotiation issues, such as
wages and working hours, were considered to entail potential conflict with
employers. Production issues, including the use and development of techno-
logy, were considered to belong to the category of “one best solution” and
were consequently left to management to decide. At the same time, there was
a growing dissatisfaction at the shop floor concerning work environment and
new technology. A dissatisfaction that had not been curtailed by several
experiments with co-determination projects since these did not seem to
provide “a way forward”. In fact, they were gradually abandoned, e.g. when
shop stewards wanted to go beyond the limits originally imposed by
management [3, p. 23-24]. However, the trade unions had no strategy towards
technology based on worker interests or a conflict perspective; and there was
no model for technology related projects based on worker interests.

Within the Scandinavian research communities the mainstream view was a
harmony supporting notion of science as value free. However, particularly in
the student movement, there was a growing awareness of the existing man-
agement bias in the application of science, in the scientific “agenda setting”
and eventually in the research itself. Within computer science this
recognition was supported by the widespread use of computers as control
instruments, quite literally separating planning and execution of work at the
shop floor.

Results from the first generation of projects: NJMF, DEMOS and DUE8

In relation to the above conditions we may describe the results in the
following way:

• Within the trade unions, production issues, including technology, were
now considered to entail potential conflict with employers.

• A number of technology agreements based on this view were added to
the set of existing agreements.

• One week courses for shop stewards and interested workers on local
work and technology were established in Denmark.9

                                                
8 In this subsection, 3.1, I do not attribute results to specific papers. This is done in the follow-
ing two subsections, 3.2 and 3.3.

9 Over a period of 13 years, 300-500 people per year took a one week course on local union
work in relation to computer use (Kyng, 1994b) .
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• A new model for local, factory level work with technology, backed by the
above mentioned technology agreements and one week courses was
established.

• A new model for research/union projects based on worker interests was
developed.

• University level courses on the topics of the projects were now being
taught.

This summarizes the results of the first projects. In addition to these new
conditions for further work, two other issues played an important role in the
reasoning of my colleagues and myself when we shaped the next round of
CRA work: First, the restricting factors at the factory level, including the
limitations imposed by available technology, had a stronger impact than we
had originally imagined. Secondly, the computer as a tool for large number of
workers was becoming a very real potential.

In other words, there was a need for work that more directly, than the first
projects, was aimed at producing technological alternatives. And this work
was to take place in a situation where the use of the computer, as a control
instrument for the few towards the many, was being supplemented with the
use of computers to support people’s work.

Results from the second generation of projects: UTOPIA and others

These rather general concerns relating to the use of technology at the
workplace, and considered as project rationale when we began the UTOPIA
project, were addressed directly by the outcome of our research. Thus,
following the UTOPIA project, we can say that:

• A recognition was created, both within trade unions and within
research, that technological and work-organizational alternatives exist,
alternatives supporting high quality products and development of skill
at work.

And more broadly
• An increased awareness and knowledge of technological and work-

organizational possibilities and limitations was created.10

• The original “first generation” model for research/union projects was
supplemented with a new model for designer/user cooperation in
design projects based on worker interests.

And as before
• University level courses on the topics of the new projects were

established.

                                                
10 The increase in awareness and knowledge was partly due to a number of Nordic conferences
organized by the graphical workers unions and their decision to produce 70.000 copies of the
final report from the UTOPIA project (Kyng, 1994b) .
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This summarizes the results of the second generation of projects. It should
also be noted that the Nordic employers’ association considered the UTOPIA
project to be such a success for the unions that they decided to mimic the
project – to support their own vendor independence.

Status for current CRA work: Normalization

As it turned out, the trade unions – and CRA researchers, including myself –
did not pursue work along the lines of the new model for designer/user
cooperation in design projects based on worker interests. This was basically
because the context needed to make such work a success did not come into
being. In other words, we were not able to supplement the context for worker
influence at the factory level, established in the first generation projects, and
expanded by the second generation projects, with contexts supporting these
interests at a national level.11 Instead, since the late 1980ies our work has
concentrated on developing tools and techniques for cooperation in design
based in projects addressing the factory, not the national, level.

If we look at the current conditions within the trade unions, we see that they
have now two decades of experience in handling technology issues in ways
that include potential conflict with management. Furthermore, some
technology strategies have been tried out in relation to our CRA work:

1. Local action based on central support. This strategy was developed as
part of the first generation of projects and has, to a varying degree, been
used since.

2. Expanding local choice through centrally developed alternative systems.
This strategy was developed as part of the UTOPIA project. It basically
failed in the implementation phase.12

3. Local co-development based on cooperative tools and techniques. This
strategy is currently used in a number of projects. It has potentially a lot
in common with earlier co-determination strategies, it does, however,
not share their notion of common interests.

As people get used to consider technology issues as belonging to the category
of potential conflict, and not to “guaranteed harmony”, we see that
technology issues are treated more and more like other issues of potential
conflict, such as health, safety and wages.

Within computer science we see a growing set of tools and techniques for
cooperative design, covering a broad spectrum of project types, including

                                                
11 One first indication of this was the failure of the Swedish state-owned company
Liber/TIPS to produce a commercially viable system based on their cooperation with the
UTOPIA project (Ehn, 1993, p. 58) .

12 However, as listed in the first bullit above, the work in the UTOPIA project itself managed
to demonstrate that “technological and work-organizational alternatives exist, alternatives
that support high quality products and development of skill at work”.
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product development. In particular, CRA is now established as a valid
“whole organization” approach.

This concludes the first, brief presentation of developments in conditions for
and results of my research and related CRA work. The following two sub-
sections give a more detailed account of the work with explicit pointers to the
submitted papers.

3.2 THE CONTEXT FOR DESIGN ACTIVITIES:  STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES

The research reported in the submitted papers is part of the area of PD as
described in section two, and it has contributed to the central questions listed
there. However, as described above and indicated by the subtitle: A contextual
approach to design of computer artifacts, my focus has been and is different –
different enough to warrant a specific set of issues.

Central issues

My overall concern is how to support users in influencing the development
and use of computers at the workplace. The first distinction is between:

• Parallel user/worker controlled activities supplementing traditional
management controlled development activities,

• Cooperative/Participatory design activities guided by user/worker
interests, and

• User/worker participation in Cooperative/Participatory design activities
in tradition organizational settings.

Secondly, there is the issue of
• How to organize the activities, what is the organizational basis, which

groups are involved, when and how.

And, finally, there is the issue of
• How to relate PD activities to other activities in a development project,

how to integrate them into the organizational basis, and how to fit the
activities together on a day to day basis.

Results

PRACTICAL

The work has contributed to establishing users, and – in the Scandinavian
setting – their trade unions, as legitimate actors [1,3]. Concrete processes, such
as those described in e.g. [1, 4] and to some extent [3], provided paradigmatic
cases illustrating how to organize independent trade union activities, both
locally, at the factory level, and centrally, at the national and international
level.

First, results emerged locally through the user controlled activities combined
with negotiations, and the examples provided the concrete prototypical cases
needed for local unions to initiate their own supplementary activities to
influence the management controlled traditional system development
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projects. In Denmark in particular, trade union courses played a crucial role
in supporting numerous local unions in this work ([1] and Kyng, 1994b).

Secondly, the work demonstrated how trade union initiated work, on an
international level, could provide major input for the technological agenda
in an industry ([3, 4] and Utopia, 1984).

In addition to the work described above, on the context for design itself, a
number of contributions have been made to supplementary activities needed
to support users, particularly workers and their organizations, in influencing
development and use of computers. In [3] this is summarized in the
following hypothesis:

“The most important prerequisite for trade union participation in manage-
ment’s design process is a parallel and independent process of accumulation
of knowledge on the part of the union.” p. 40.

The discussion of this hypothesis is followed by a discussion of the need for
external resources and the necessity of adapting local union strategy to the
particular prerequisites.

At the same time, however, the continued applicability of this type of results
depends on specific societal conditions [3], conditions that since the late
nineteen eighties have deteriorated in Scandinavia and were hardly present
in other countries ([3] and Shapiro, 1993). The above mentioned Australian
URCOT initiative constitutes a new attempt at providing external resources
for worker investigations, an initiative that might rekindle the interest in
this type of results and bring new input to our own work.

As the PD area developed, a number of issues emerged where further work
and clarification were needed.

First, in the first and second generation of Scandinavian PD projects, such as
NJMF and UTOPIA, the PD techniques used were only just emerging, and later
projects had used only a limited set of PD techniques. Thus, there was a need
to address:

• How one might organize projects applying a broader spectrum of PD
techniques.

Secondly, researchers outside the tradition requested more reports on results
as opposed to process. Thus, there was a need to address:

• What can/do interesting results – in terms of designs – look like.

Finally, different authors argued that severe limits on the applicability of PD
existed. The major issue raised was:

• PD in product development.

The first issue is addressed in [12, 14, 15]. Based on two different projects, the
papers describe and discuss the rationale and the experiences with applying
PD techniques, such as Future Workshops, Organizational Games, Mock-up
Envisionment and Cooperative Prototyping, in the one and same project.

The second issue was addressed in [14, 15]. In those two papers we present the
results of the PD activities at Great Belt. These include 1) an investigation of
problems and bottlenecks in daily work and cooperation resulting in a new
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understanding of the differences between the existing vertical information
systems and the needs for horizontal support, and 2) a design of an open
hypermedia system, supporting the continued use of existing applications
such as word-processors and CAD systems.

The third issue was addressed as a reaction to claims about the unfeasibility of
PD in product development, see e.g. (Grudin, 1991b; Grudin, 1991c; Järvinen,
1991). The paper [15] discusses these claims and presents a case of using PD in
product development. At the same time, [15] presents different degrees of
embedding CRA activities in more traditional development projects.

THEORETICAL

As described in the submitted papers, the theoretical inspiration for our work
comes from two sources: one functioning as auxiliary subject and related to a
Marxist view of society and forces of change, including areas such as indus-
trial sociology and pedagogy, and represented by writers such as (Braverman,
1974; Freire, 1970; Negt, 1972), and another, which can be labelled social
construction – as opposed to the mechanistic foundations of most computer
science – including areas such as hermeneutics, and represented by writers
such as (Heidegger, 1962; Polanyi, 1967; Wittgenstein, 1953,1963) and interpre-
tations, elaborations and supplements by (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986; Suchman,
1987; Winograd & Flores, 1986).

One of the early main insights derived from this theoretical position, is that
of system development as an inquiring or learning process [1, 2, 3, 7, 8]. In [1],
this insight was used to criticize the standard phase models of development
for sacrificing these inquiring or learning aspects in favour of external
control. In [2], this critique was expanded in relation to the system
perspective, a perspective that facilitates the reduction of work to algorithmic
procedures and, in general, treats humans and machines alike. As a contrast
we developed the supplementary “Tool perspective”, primarily as a design
ideal. An ideal emphasizing the experience of the users and their possibilities
for controlling the computer artifact. This design perspective was further
expanded in [3] where a labour process perspective on design and use is
developed and subsequently refined to a set of theses on design for democracy
and skill under the label of The Collective Resource Approach to Systems
Design. The theses are (p. 51ff):

• Design of computer support is design of (conditions for) labour
processes.

• Labour processes cannot be reduced to information processes.
• Design use models.
• Hardware should be considered early in the design, in parallel with

software, not after.
• Important aspects of labour processes – in relation to design of computer

support – cannot be formally described.
• Professional experience with and knowledge of the labour process for

which computer support is being designed are important in the design
process.
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• Professional experience with and knowledge of computers are important
when designing computer support for a labour process.

• Design should be done with users, neither for nor by them.
• Mutual learning should be an important part of the work in a design

group.
• Design by doing.
• Designers should restrict their activities to a few domains of application,

and they should spend at least a year or two getting acquainted with a
new area before doing actual design.

In [6] and particularly in [7, 8], the design theory presented in [3] was revised
based on our work related to the field of CSCW (Computer Supported
Cooperative Work) and emphasizing the theoretical inspiration from social
construction. In [7], we summarized the position in the following design
ideals13 (p. 1f):

• Computer systems that are created for the workplace need to be designed
with the full participation of users. Full participation, of course, requires
training and active cooperation, not just token representation in
meetings or on committees.

• When computer systems are brought into a workplace, they should
enhance  workplace skills rather than degrade or rationalize them. En-
hancing skills means paying attention to that which is often left out of
formal specifications, for example tacit knowledge. Computer systems
are more than the flow of information represented in flowcharts.

• Computers systems are tools, and need to be designed to be under the
control of the people using them. They should support developing work
activities – including communication – not make them more rigid.

• Although computer systems are generally intended to increase pro-
ductivity, they also need to be viewed as a means of increasing the
quality of results. More output does not mean better output. The double
emphasis on productivity and quality raises new questions for the
design process.

• The design process is a political one and includes conflicts at almost
every step of the way. Managers who purchase a system may be at odds
with workers who are going to use it. Different groups of users have
different needs and system designers often represent their own interests.
If the inevitable conflicts are pushed to one side or ignored in the rush
toward an immediately workable solution, that system may be
dramatically less useful and continue to create problems.

• Finally, the design process highlights the issue of how computers are
used in the context of work organization. We see this question of

                                                
13 Theses and design ideals like these do not make sense in themselves, they are not self-
contained, closed entities but need to be grounded in the experience of the reader. Thus, in the
papers presenting them concrete examples play an important role. For that grounding, I refer
the reader to the papers.
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focusing on how computers are used, which we call the use situation, as
a fundamental starting point for the design process.

The work on the above framework was inspired mainly by social
construction theory. As a complement, the paper [11] revisits the earlier,
more trade union oriented frame of reference and discusses the recent
developments presented in [7, 8, 9]. In doing so, it introduces the notion of
techniques unsuited for strict external, e.g. managerial, control.

Related work

Most of the work on contexts for design has been done by people related to
CRA. This is illustrated by the recent Participatory Design Conference in
North Carolina, sponsored by Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility in cooperation with ACM. In the two sessions relating to
contexts for design – “Scandinavian Participatory Design: From trade unions
to organizations” and “Power relations: Structure and dynamics” – three out
of three and two out of three papers, respectively, were by authors related to
CRA (Trigg, et al., 1994). The one exception was a paper by Gärtner and
Wagner (1994). Like the aforementioned URCOT initiative Gärtner and
Wagner are concerned with worker influence on system development and
introduction based on a trade union tradition. Their work shares with our
CRA work the emphasis on the contexts for design as well as on worker
controlled resources.

When we look outside the PD area it is obvious that CRA, including our later
developments in Cooperative design, has established close ties with both the
social sciences and the humanities. Early CRA work included writings related
to attempts at establishing a new Working Life Science, see e.g. (Sandberg,
1979). Central questions for this type of research were how economic and
social structure create possibilities and limitations for change – particularly
changes in a democratic direction – and how research itself may play an
active role. This type of work, as well as that of Freire (1970), Negt (1972) and
Braverman (1974), played an important role in the formulation of the
research strategy of the Scandinavian PD projects, particularly in the
formulation of the technology strategies “local action based on central
support” and “alternative systems expanding local choice”.

Also in Scandinavia, “Work Research” increasingly deals with issues related
to users and computers. Among the issues addressed are what organizational
characteristics further transfer of knowledge from old to new technology
(Sørensen, 1994).

Recently, researchers with a background in ethnography have contributed
with important insights into the use of computers, see e.g. (Heath & Luff,
1992; Suchman, 1987; Wynn, 1979b), and several papers by researchers from
Xerox in (Trigg, et al., 1994). Ethnography shares with CRA the emphasis on
the situatedness of knowledge – and has influenced this emphasis in our
CRA work. In the US, particularly Lucy Suchman and her group at Xerox
PARC have conducted a series of projects that have contributed to a
professional and scientific re-orientation, and have moved field-studies in a
still more participatory direction. Suchman was also instrumental in
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presenting the Scandinavian CRA to a US audience and in creating space for
such work at US conferences. On a different level, the above mentioned
organization, Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, have played
an important role as a forum for discussions of alternatives to a mechanistic
view on the use and development computers.

Also in the field of HCI, recent work has stressed the need to move from the
laboratory into real life (Bannon, 1991; Carroll, 1995) and writers with a
background in CRA have contributed directly to the field of HCI (Bødker,
1991).

Finally, it should be remembered that participatory design or early user
involvement is becoming part of the agenda in a number of areas, including
Information Systems and Software Engineering. However, it is the exception
rather than the rule that this work involves contributions to the context of
design. The most important exceptions are those found in Nordic IS research,
such as the Finnish Knowledge and Work project (Nurminen, Kalmi, Karhu,
& Niemelä, 1985).

The areas listed above share important aspects with CRA work on the
contexts for design. However, these aspects are, when viewed from the areas
ethnography and HCI themselves, mainly related to work on design itself,
not on contexts.

3.3 DESIGN IN CONTEXT: TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS

Central issues

Within the context presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2 above, the three main
issues for my research on techniques and tools have been:

• how to support user contributions based on user interests,
• how to ground design activities in the work to be supported, and
• the influence from cooperation itself, i.e. the consequences of viewing

design as cooperation between people with different backgrounds.

Particularly the first issue relates directly to the question of context: we want
to develop tools and techniques that influence system development but are
not a priori considered to be an integrated part of a traditional system
development project (cf. the first distinction in subsection 3.2).

Results

PRACTICAL

The initial motivation for my work with these issues was a number of unsuc-
cessful attempts to use existing description and demonstration oriented ap-
proaches in PD.

The techniques and tools presented in the submitted papers are mainly non-
computer-based. Using non-computer-based techniques and tools in PD has
several practical advantages:

• there are no substantial costs – and virtually no difficulties – associated
with getting the necessary tools,
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• technical details, e.g. of a new version of a prototyping tool, do not get in
the way, and

• PD activities can draw on the users initial knowledge of and familiarity
with the tools (e.g. pen, paper, scissors and cardboard).

Furthermore, the non-computer-based techniques and tools support continu-
ing, active engagement from all participants, users and professional designers
alike. Through the interest created by the hands-on activities these techniques
and tools overcome some of the difficulties with rapidly decreasing user
engagement and eventually lack of participation experienced in some earlier
PD activities, see also (Ehn & Sjögren, 1991).

Turning to the techniques and tools themselves, there is first of all the use of
mock-ups. Mock-ups were introduced in [2] and later further developed in [3,
4, 5, 9, 12]. The use of mock-ups allows users in PD to experience simulated
use of the computer artifacts being designed and to participate in the original
construction as well as in modifications of the mock-up. As opposed to the
usually unfamiliar task of reading descriptions, users engage in (simulated)
work and thus make direct use of their work-related knowledge and
experience. As developed in the UTOPIA project [2, 3, 4] the use of mock-ups
supports both user-interface aspects and the structuring of the domain model.

The organizational tool kit is another useful outcome of the UTOPIA project.
Through the use of problem domain specific icons for functions, tools and
materials it supports users in describing work organization [4]. As opposed to
traditional flowcharts, the basic building blocks are well-known to the
participating users, and thus ease of use increases and initial learning time is
reduced.

In addition to these PD techniques developed in the early eighties, two other
techniques were part of our tool box at that time: “True Stories” and
workplace visits. Originally, we developed them in the DUE project in the
late 1970ies but they were not discussed in research papers until 1988 [5]. True
stories present design relevant information, such as critique of existing
artifacts, in a generally understood form, that of a story and hereby makes it
directly accessible to the users. Workplace visits provide users with access to
relevant experiences with computer use through dialogues with people with
a similar background.

Organizational Games are another important result of Scandinavian PD.
Originally developed by Ehn & Sjögren, as a self-contained technique for
developing work organization to make better use of new, but already
installed computer support (Ehn & Sjögren, 1991), it has been applied in a
number of different contexts for more “traditional” PD purposes. Thus, [12]
presents how Organizational Games are used as one out of several PD
techniques in the AT project, a project on a “whole organization PD
approach” to the development of computer support and work organization.

The techniques and tools described above have been in use since the mid
eighties. And they – as well as our understanding and their theoretical
underpinnings – have undergone a continuous development based on our
own use of them in a number of different projects [3, 4, 5, 9, 12].
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Since the introduction of the use of mock-ups we thus have
• broadened the scope of their use, from the original focus on production

type work to e.g. supervision and administration,
• developed the technique e.g. by integrating it with initial

analysis/mutual learning, Future Workshops and cooperative
prototyping and by integrating the use of computer-based materials in
mock-ups.

We have also developed a number of cases which illustrate how the different
PD techniques and tools may be combined in a development project, and how
they relate to the non-PD activities [12, 14, 15, 17].

In the last few years, we have gained increased knowledge of and experience
with the use of the techniques and tools by designers outside the tradition. In
particular, we have learned about the breakdowns that they experience [15].
Through this, we have seen the need for developing a much more explicit
treatment of that which makes the mock-ups and prototypes useful in PD
activities: the work being supported. In earlier CRA papers on mock-ups and
prototypes, focus had been on the artifacts being built. In papers such as [7, 13],
we had stressed the importance of what we called the use situation: the
concrete, situated use of existing computer support – use in context so to
speak. And when we ourselves used mock-ups and prototypes, our
understanding of the so-called use situation was a crucial background for
doing this. As it turned out, our presentations in papers such as [7, 13] and
(Bødker & Grønbæk, 1991b) were inadequate in conveying our ideas on using
mock-ups and prototypes in PD workshops to others. To paraphrase [8]: our
presentations were not able to bridge the gab between the understanding of
non-CRA designers and the ideas of simulating work using mock-ups. Thus
we supplemented our work with an explicit treatment of the “use” or “work”
part of the picture. The central idea is to develop the rather vague notion of
use situation into the pair: work situation and use scenario. I introduced the
pair in [15] and further developed it in [16, 17]. Work situations capture
relevant aspects of existing situations whereas use scenarios indicate how
computer support and changes in work organization may improve upon
work situations. Through the corresponding artifacts, “work situation
descriptions” and particularly “use scenario descriptions”, the grounding of
the use of mock-ups and prototypes in the work of the users is made both
concrete and visible. Finally, this pair also made the notion of “example data”
– i.e., data based on the work situations that make a mock-up or prototype
suit a specific use scenario or set of scenarios – more concrete and thus more
understandable.

As described in e.g. [15] the techniques and tools presented above have been
used successfully in the sense that major contributions have been made by
users in projects applying them. However, the “new” artifacts, the work
situation descriptions and the use scenario descriptions, have to be put to use
the right way to make sense – just like the mock-ups and prototypes. With
respect to the descriptions, the main point is that they are intended to set the
stage for the use of mock-ups and prototypes for people who already know
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the work in question, they do not make much sense to outsiders, people with
no prior knowledge of the work and organization in question [16, 17].

The tools and techniques presented above have been developed in a number
of major projects where users and researchers have cooperated in action
research type activities. In these projects existing, traditional techniques and
tools have been applied, and to the extent that they did not work satisfactorily
we have tried to develop alternatives more or less on the fly. Those
alternatives that worked in the concrete setting of the projects were then later
reported on, cf. e.g. [4, 5], and their theoretical foundation gradually expanded,
together with continued experiences from use of modified versions.

Most of the CRA techniques and tools have stood the test of time, i.e., as we
developed their theoretical underpinnings we have been able to further
develop the techniques and tools so that they continue to be in the front of
current PD techniques and tools, cf. e.g. (Muller & Kuhn, 1993; Schuler &
Namioka, 1993). There are, however, some exceptions – techniques and tools
that did not develop as we originally hoped. I conclude this presentation of
practical results with a short discussion of these.

First of all, there are the system description techniques and tools mentioned
in [1]. In retrospect the cooperative nature of the description technique
provided substantial improvements over non-cooperative techniques such as
the “System Description for Users” discussed in [1] – improvements, which
made enough of a difference in the projects applying these techniques to
justify their use. However, the later techniques and tools, primarily mock-ups
and the associated scenarios, are much better suited for PD than the
description based techniques and tools presented in [1].

Secondly, there are the techniques based on the derivation of demands for
changes based on goals. Such techniques were developed in the first
generation projects, such as DUE [1], but subsequently techniques developed
from the Future Workshops of Jungk and Müllert (1987) supplanted the goal
based techniques. As discussed in [5] the Future Workshop based techniques
allow people to work on concrete criticism and concrete, positive visions,
without the intermediate step of formulating goals.

Finally, there are the computer-based techniques and tools. With respect to
techniques, important results have indeed been achieved, cf. [14, 15] (and
(Bødker, 1987; Bødker & Grønbæk, 1989; Grønbæk, 1991) for related results by
some of my colleagues in Aarhus). But we are still a long way from realizing
the vision outlined in [6] mainly because the development of computer-based
tools for PD was more difficult than we anticipated. Computer-based tools are,
however, at the center of our current research efforts and I will return to the
issue of the slow progress in section 5, Future Work.

THEORETICAL

Now let us turn to a discussion of the concepts used and developed in the
submitted papers. First of all, there is the notion of cooperation itself. In [1]
the characterization of system development as an inquiring process,
producing new understanding was used to ague for the need of cooperation
in design, i.e. for PD and to explain the problems of traditional approaches to
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user involvement. In [3] cooperation was also discussed from the point of
view of the competencies necessary for design of computer support, and the
argument was summarized in the thesis:

“Design should be done with users, neither for nor by them.”

[3] also introduced two other concepts which are basic to the understanding
and further development of our techniques and tools: the notion of family
resemblance derived from viewing design as a language game, and that of
“hands-on” experiences, in [3] introduced under the label “design by doing”,
see also [5, 6, 9].

Within the general theoretical framework of CRA “involved action” is
viewed as primary, compared to “detached reflection”, and thus new insight
must be based on – be grounded in – involved action. At the same time, our
focus is on the development of new computer-based artifacts and new work
practices using these artifacts. This constitutes a significant challenge, a
challenge that is not met by most techniques and tools outside the PD area
because they assume the use of techniques and tools, such as requirement
specifications, in ways that do not relate to the experiences of the users, that
are not grounded in involved action.

Family resemblance

The techniques and tools presented above meet the challenge by creating a
family resemblance between the work experiences of the users and the design
situations. In the design examples discussed, e.g. in [9], family resemblance is
created between, on the one hand, the situations and the artifacts involved in
these design examples and, on the other, work situations, tools and materials
that are well-known to the participating users. A resemblance that is
sufficient to allow the users to make sense of the design situations by drawing
on their experiences with involved action in work and thus allow them to act
involved in the design situations, simulating work with simulated computer
support.

In addition, materials and tools used to build mock-ups – such as paper,
cardboard, plywood, nails, pens, scissors, and hammers – are well-known to
the users. Discussing and making changes to a mock-up is thus possible by
drawing on the family resemblance with activities such as drawing your own
favourite house, or building a doll house, activities that are well-known to
most.

The first aspect of family resemblance in design situations, supporting users
in drawing on experiences from work, in understanding and using the com-
puter artifact being designed, has also been successfully applied using
computer-based prototypes, cf. e.g. [14, 15]. However, the second aspect of
family resemblance, that of supporting an understanding of the space of
possibilities and limitations for change, has been more difficult to achieve
with computer-based tools and techniques than we originally imagined.

Hands-on experiences

The second notion introduced in [3] was that of hands-on experiences.
Inspired by Polanyi (1967), Heidegger (1962) and especially Winograd & Flores
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(1986) and Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1986) we developed a design approach based on
involved action, on the use of artifacts as a basis for reflection on them [5, 7, 8,
9]. The main point is that fluent activity, particularly expert performance, is
not based on explicit rule following, and that crucial aspects of our knowledge
is not explicit. In order to find out in what ways an emerging design is
effective in supporting work and in what ways it fails detached reflection is
insufficient. Hands-on experiences from trying to use the computer support
are needed, and using mock-ups and prototypes to simulate work with the
computer support being designed is one way of getting these hands-on
experiences. However, viewing involved action as primary and detached
reflection as secondary does not imply that detached reflection does not play
an important role in our design activities – only that the role is different. In
traditional prototyping for example, where new designs are only
demonstrated to the users prior to soliciting contributions from them, we
may characterize their reactions in the following way:

“As long as the users do not experience what it would be like to work with a
system under development, their contributions will mainly be based on
prejudice, that is on pre-judgement.” [16, pp. 1f – in manuscript]

User contributions are in such cases grounded in involved experiences with
other artifacts. Thus the more innovative – or the more different from these
other, existing artifacts – the emerging artifacts being designed are, the less
appropriate the user contributions are likely to be.

On the other hand, when detached reflection follows a breakdown in
involved action – in the use of a (simulated) computer artifact – then it is
possible to base discussions on that breakdown and the use that led to it [8, 9].

As mentioned above, the main quality of the mock-ups and prototypes in
relation to PD is their ability to support users in bringing their work related
knowledge and experience to bear in the design process. But for this to
happen, it is not enough that users carry out simulations of (any kind of)
work. It is necessary to support the users’ specific work related knowledge and
experience. As described in [15, 16, 17], this is done through the creation of
mock-ups (and/or prototypes) with example data and the preparation of a set
of use scenarios based on initial analysis and mutual learning. Originally, we
used the concept of “use situation” [7, 13] in talking about grounding design
in use. However, this is basically an analysis-oriented term – as opposed to
design-oriented – and as described in [15] it was insufficient in explaining the
reasons for grounding the “hands-on” activities in the work of the users. To
this end, the basic distinction was made between work situations, capturing
relevant aspects of existing situations, and use scenarios, setting the stage for
exercising a mock-up or prototype. These concepts were then used to explain
the relation between the work being studied, as part of a design project, and
the hands-on activities, including how to prepare mock-ups/prototypes and
example data.

In addition, to the basic distinction between existing situations and stage
setting scenarios, a number of supplementary categories were introduced.
With respect to “the existing” these were: reminders of initial study, work
situations and work situation overviews. With respect to future use these
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were: use scenarios, use scenario scripts, exploration/requirements scenarios
and explanation scenarios. The first five of these seven categories relate
rather directly to the hands-on design activities, whereas the last two
categories are closer to the way requirements and scenarios are treated in
other, related approaches.

Descriptions, in the first five categories, are characterized by their open-
endedness: they are in no way intended to be self contained, but to be used by
people (users and designers) who know the reality they refer to. Thus, when
needs arise to go beyond such descriptions, this is simply done by revisiting
this reality.

Contrary to this, exploration/requirements scenarios are closed in the sense
that they are intended to supply the use details needed to discuss whether or
not some established requirements are met by the current technical possi-
bilities. One of the advantages of this scenario approach to requirements is
that in this way it is straightforward to keep track of the relation to the use
scenarios that form the basis of the requirements.

Explanation scenarios are of a third kind. Like a number of other uses of
scenarios (cf. the introduction in (Carroll, 1995) and (Campbell, 1992)) they are
rather detailed accounts of projected future use of a system. Explanation
scenarios are used to capture some of the hypothesizing involved in
developing a design, but these scenarios of projected use are not intended to
be the last element in a movement towards bringing use into the design
reasoning. Just as with the exploration/requirements scenarios, the scenario
form makes the relation between explanation and use scenarios
straightforward, which in this case facilitates later evaluation of the
hypotheses of the explanation scenario through hands-on exploration based
on a use scenario.

In [16], the open-endedness of the artifacts representing work related under-
standing in the design process is also used to explain why the concept of user-
proxy (Hughes, Randall, & Shapiro, 1993) is not useful: it freezes the level of
understanding to that established by the user proxy in analysing the work of
the users, since the user-proxy, in the user-proxy/designer activity, has no
first hand access to user experience.

The papers [17] and [10] have taken the CRA work described above and
investigated two supplementary aspects.

In [17] the different design artifacts and their use are presented and discussed
through viewing them as representations. In general, representational
artifacts can be seen as having representational and non-representational
aspects. However, for some representations, such as prototypes, there is
potentially a third category, that of actual aspects. This category may be used to
explain some of the difficulties involved in using computer-based design
artifacts – as opposed to non-computer-based.

Finally, [10] develops the notion of tailoring as “design in use”, which supple-
ments the “use in design”, the hands-on exploration described above. The
paper develops a terminology of tailoring covering both the changing of
artifact behaviour itself and the needs of people engaged in making such
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changes. The activity of changing the behaviour of a computer artifact is
characterized as “choosing”, “constructing” or “altering”. Using this
classification, it is then argued that the provision of high-level, application
oriented building blocks for system construction and modification can be
viewed as transforming cases of “altering” into cases from the much simpler
category of “constructing”.

Related work

Numerous researchers in the PD area are working on techniques and tools,
mainly non-computer-based, similar to those described above. These include
PICTIVE (Muller, 1991), Storyboard Prototyping (Andriole, 1989), Cooperative
Interactive Storyboard Prototyping (Madsen & Aiken, 1993) and CARD, (cf.
Muller et al. in (Carroll, 1995)).

PICTIVE is an example of non-computer-based techniques and
tools/materials emphasizing the immediate understandability of the
tools/materials to the participating users. Focus is on the design of interfaces,
and the process is basically a design discussion, where the interface is
gradually designed in the form of concrete screens or windows. Techniques
like PICTIVE do not support the kind of hands-on experience possible with
mock-ups or prototypes, but the cooperative nature of the process combined
with the familiarity of the tools/materials make PICTIVE and similar
approaches well-suited for the design of computer support that is not
intended to radically change the work in question.

The Storyboard Prototyping technique takes a task view on the use of an
emerging system. Through a sequence of screens support of a specific task is
demonstrated to the users as a basis for commenting on the design.

Cooperative Interactive Storyboard Prototyping, CISP, is a development of
Storyboard Prototyping based on the ideas from CRA presented above, cf.
(Madsen & Aiken, 1993). The modification of Storyboard Prototyping is
intended to solve two problems: first, it adds use  of the prototype – i.e. hands-
on experience – to broaden the basis of user contributions; secondly, it uses a
computer-medium for the storyboard prototype, in a way intended to support
modifications to a storyboard in a design session. This is done through
developing domain specific building blocks, which are then manipulated in
the design sessions. I return briefly to this issue below in section five on
Future Work.

The CARD technique combines ideas from Storyboard Prototyping and
Organizational Games as developed by Ehn and Sjögren. In the CARD
technique, cards are used to represent elements in a work flow, such as
screens, and then used for a cooperative design of task flows to be supported
by the system being developed.

Scenarios are also attracting increased attention in recent years. When
comparing our use of scenarios with other uses, as listed in e.g. (Campbell,
1992; Carroll, 1995), the major difference is that our scenarios are used mainly
to set the stage for cooperative design workshops. They are not used as direct
sources for evaluation or design, but contribute via  workshops. Furthermore,
our scenarios are grounded in existing work situations in real organizations.
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The grounding in real work situations at specific user organizations is also
central in a number of techniques from ethnography. Indeed, our own
cooperation with people working in ethnomethodology influenced our
views on the issue. However, ethnographic techniques, as presented in e.g.
(Suchman & Trigg, 1991; Wynn, 1991), are still rather expert-based. The
techniques emphasize the complexity and situatedness of work but the way
this is brought to bear on design is through studies done by experts, not
through cooperative techniques.

Finally, it should be noted that although the four techniques listed in the
beginning of this subsection share a number of “technique and tool aspects”
with those of the submitted papers, a philosophical rationale of the kind
mentioned above is not present. Examples on related “philosophical
rationales” may be found in (Naur, 1985) where Naur uses Ryle to argue for
the primacy of the conceptual framework building or in his words theory
building, in a group of programmers, during the development of a program
over the “external” design or program itself, and the indispensability of the
humans having the theory in the continued use, modification etc. of the
program.

4 On methods

Methods is a low key subject in our science, to say the least. As an example of
a positive view of such a state of affairs I quote C. Wright Mills, who wrote in
1952:

“Method and theory are like the language of the country you live in: it is
nothing to brag about if you can speak it, but it is a disgrace, as well as an
inconvenience, if you cannot”, (1980, p. 64).

On the other hand, in times of emerging reorientation, and that is what I
have argued for holds for computing science, we might conclude that we face
a task somewhat like developing a new language, speaking it, and at the same
time try to communicate with people speaking different languages. Indeed,
the approach of my colleagues and myself can be presented using this
analogy. However, the major point is that creating or contributing to the
creation of new situations, situations that from our point of view were
relevant and interesting, usually preceded our work on developing a new
“language”, i.e. parts of new methods. In this way our confrontation with and
needs in these situations directed our work on developing new ways of
working, new methods. From the outset, this work too was low key, rather
similar in flavour to the following quote from Mills:

“In brief, “methods” are simply ways of asking and answering questions, with
some assurance that the answers are more or less durable. “Theory” is simply
paying close attention to the words one uses, especially their degree of
generality and their interrelations.” (1980, p. 63).

On the other hand, it was at the core of our methodological concerns that
different “ways of asking and answering questions” really made a difference.

In our work we introduced a close and manifest coupling between practical
and theoretical work, together with a questioning and reinvestigation of the
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basis for and consequences of the prevailing notion of value-freedom. In the
submitted papers, a basic methodological theme can be described as an
insistence on concrete experience as the basis for theoretical work – both
within research and system development, see [3, 7].

On a practical level this has led us to organize major parts of our research as
projects involving close cooperation with users – the people who together
with us can “produce” such concrete experience [1, 3, 4, 14, 15]. Furthermore,

• when the formation of new research areas, such as PD and CRA, is
taking place, and

• when the existing framework – both with respect to research and system
development – does not accommodate major concerns, such as user
interests,

then such insistence on concrete experience implies a major effort directed
towards creating activities at different levels that may eventually produce
that experience – in the case of CRA, experience at the level of contexts for
design as well as design itself. Thus initially, during the time when CRA was
being shaped, large action research projects played a dominant role in our
work, cf. [1, 3, 4] (as well as (Bjerknes & Bratteteig, 1988; Ehn & Sandberg, 1983;
Nygaard, 1979)). Gradually, these projects created experience with a range of
possibilities for workers and their trade unions to influence the development
and use of computers. Concrete experience that in turn informed theoretical
investigations – and subsequently created a context with new possibilities for
the development of techniques and tools supporting user influence in design.
During the following years of research along these lines, projects providing
concrete experience continued to play a major role but now often in the form
of experimental system design projects as opposed to the more spectacular
action research projects. As the body of experience grew and as the trends in
society, on which much of the initial work had revolved, weakened the
pressure for continued work producing concrete experience lessened and at
the same time the need for theoretical work up increased. Thus theoretical
work such as (Bødker, 1991; Ehn, 1989; Grønbæk, 1991; Mogensen, 1994)
played an increasing role in CRA since the mid nineteen eighties. Finally, in
the current stage of my research – and that of our group in Aarhus – we have
come to a point where a major effort is directed towards realizing a computer-
based development environment (Kyng, 1994a). Viewed from the outside it
might seem possible for us to have conducted this experimental work much
earlier. However, without the context being in place, without the experiential
basis of the earlier work, this would have been a different endeavour.

Looking back and caracterizing the work of my colleagues and myself it is
obvious that we have moved outside the boundaries of what is traditionally
considered methods with a solid science foundation. But I write “considered”,
because according to the view presented here a “solid science foundation” is
more myth than reality and, consequently, no method rests on such
foundations because no science does as beautifully argued by Peter Naur in
(1992). What we have done is an attempt to develop new methods suited to
our scientific pursuit in computing science. We have not followed traditional
science methods but in important respects we are even further removed from
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social science and humanistic methods: our basic interest is constructive, not
“just” to understand and explain. Our basic approach is experimental, not
laboratory based, but interventionistic.

5 Future work

Since the formation of CRA, beginning in the early nineteen seventies, the
original vision of supporting a trend towards increased industrial democracy
with the trade unions as a major player has lost its unifying role. Outside
Scandinavia trade unions have never been thoroughly involved in a PD
based strategy until the recent establishment of URCOT in Australia, and
within Scandinavia the situation proved to be more complex and less
favorable than we, as proponents of the “new Scandinavian model” for
technological research and development, had hoped for – although not less
favorable than we had feared [3]. We never considered CRA to be the driving
force in these developments. CRA was – and is – seen as supporting existing
trends in society, and to the degree that these trends change so do the
conditions for how CRA may support and interact with actors outside the
world of CRA. Thus, while the original concern for democracy is still there,
new, more diverse and more intricate partnerships are currently being sought
and the outcome of this is still uncertain. Looking at current research issues
and themes one may characterize the situation as one of re-evaluating
several of the original strategic premises without having found the same
kind of clear direction as in the nineteen seventies.

This is illustrated by the call for participation from the Third Biannual
Conference on Participatory Design (Chapel Hill, North Carolina, October,
1994, see also (Trigg, et al., )), which – among others – lists the following
topics:

• the ethics of participation, e.g. obligations to management versus work-
ers, and designers’ responsibility for what happens “down stream”,

• the politics of participatory design, e.g. identifying “stakeholders” over
the course of a project,

• relations of participatory design approaches to the labor movement, e.g.
to labor unions’ own technology development and analysis efforts,

• the theoretical roots of participatory approaches to design, e.g. connec-
tions to Action Research.

As mentioned, these topics are on the international agenda of PD research
and they reflect a renewed focus on contextual issues. At the same time, they
are high up on my own research agenda and formed an important part of my
opening keynote at the above mentioned PD conference. However, my
current research on these topics is emergent and not yet in a form ready to
publish.

When we turn from the context, the strategies and resources, to the
techniques and tools the situation is simpler – and the major determining
factors are more within the realm of participatory design and traditional
scientific concerns.
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From the formation of CRA and until today most work in this area focuses
on low tech tools, e.g. (Muller et al. in Carroll, 1995; Ehn & Sjögren, 1991; [1, 2,
9, 16] and Kensing & Madsen, 1991). The work that involves computer-based
tools either exclude major modifications from the participatory activities
themselves, cf. (Bødker & Grønbæk, 1989; Bødker & Grønbæk, 1991a;
Grønbæk, 1989, and [14, 15]) or it focuses on very limited areas such as
interface design for video cassette recorders (Madsen & Aiken, 1993). This
situation is unsatisfactory for three reasons.

First, PD, without computer-based tools, will prevent increasing integration
of 1) direct user interaction with the computer artifact being designed and 2)
the activities modifying the artifact. Particularly, when new forms of
computer support are being designed such direct interaction is needed in
order to engage the tacit knowledge of the users, and the non-participatory
loop constitutes an unnecessary time-delay.

Secondly, the understanding of possibilities for change that the users have
when low tech tools are used, is an understanding of the possibilities exactly
with low tech tools and materials, i.e., in the domain of the representation. It
is not an understanding in the domain of the computer artifact itself.

Finally, computer-based tools have the potential of improving the efficiency
in modifying a mock-up/prototype compared to the current process of
changing dozens of screen-designs on paper or slides, see also [9].

It is not the case that attempts have not been made at developing such
support. There are, however, four major obstacles:

First, the tools must provide adequate support for the users in understanding
the space of possibilities and limitations for change of the computer artifact
being designed.

Secondly, the tools must provide adequate support for the users in
understanding the different aspects of the current representation of the
computer artifact being designed: what is representational, what is non-
representational and what is actual.

Thirdly, it requires a combination of people skilled in PD and people skilled
in the development of advanced computer-based tools.

Finally, the tools should support design as a cooperative activity.

The first issue has been on the Scandinavian PD agenda for a long time.
Kristen Nygaard, in his keynote speech (1984), introduced the notion of
profession oriented information processing languages, and indeed the
pioneering object-oriented programming language Simula 67 introduced the
idea of a general purpose language serving as a substrate for special
application languages (Dahl, Myhrhaug, & Nygaard, 1971, p. 2f). As an
example, Simula realised the discrete event simulation capabilities as a
special class. However, with the exception of tools for user interface design,
such as (Grønbæk, Hviid, & Trigg, 1991; Madsen & Aiken, 1993), there has not
been much progress since SIMSET and SIMULATION of Simula 67. It is our
hypothesis that the reasons for the very slow progress are a combination of
lack of attention to the three other points listed above, including inadequate
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understanding of the issue of developing computer-based tools that are
understandable to users.

Our current work – organized in the DEVISE centre – is aimed at creating an
environment for experimental system development (Grønbæk & Knudsen,
1992; Kyng, 1991). In doing so, we draw on and develop ideas from computer
supported cooperative work in order to support design as a cooperative
activity. Secondly, our group includes people with a background in PD as well
as people with a background in creating object-oriented programming
environments. Finally, we are developing our original approach to user
understandability by combining ideas from object-oriented domain
modelling with work on application frameworks (Kyng & Nielsen, 1993) and
hypermedia (Grønbæk & Trigg, 1994). In this endeavor it seems reasonable to
expect that we can benefit from a number of other efforts directed at
developing alternatives to the traditional, functionalistic approaches, e.g. the
work of Goguen and colleagues at the Oxford Centre for Requirements and
Foundations (Goguen, 1992), as well as work on object-orientation, e.g. that of
Rosson and Alpert on cognitive consequences of object-oriented design
(1990).
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Brugere og datamater

En kontekstuel tilgang til design af edb-systemer

Morten Kyng

Datalogisk Afdeling, Aarhus Universitet

FORORD

Dette er den sammenfattende redegørelse for de afhandlinger, jeg har ind-
leveret med henblik på erhvervelse af den naturvidenskabelige doktorgrad –
doctor scientiarum (dr. scient.). Da afhandlingerne er skrevet på engelsk, er
redegørelsen affattet på dansk. En udvidet, engelsk version findes først i dette
notat. For litteratur-referencer henvises til den engelske version.

Indledningen placerer afhandlingernes emne i forhold til aktuelle
datalogiske diskussioner. Afsnit to giver en kort redegørelse for det
emneområde, som afhandlingerne behandler og dets nuværende stade.

Afsnit tre behandler opnåede resultater, dels praktiske, dels teoretiske. Afsnit
fire indeholder en kort diskussion af de anvendte metoder, og afsnit fem
behandler retningslinier for videre forskning indenfor området.

1 INDLEDNING

Datamaters regnekraft og udbredelse er øget dramatisk i løbet af de seneste
tiår. Men selvom vores tekniske kunnen ligeledes er vokset med
imponerende hast, har edb-professionen ikke været i stand til at møde de
udfordringer, som vi stilles over for, efterhånden som stadig flere grupper
involveres i brugen af datamater. Som edb-folk arbejder vi som regel i
komplekse organisatoriske sammenhænge, hvor forskelligartede, ofte
modsatrettede interesser gør sig gældende. De problemer, vi som praktikere
står overfor, er ikke længere så veldefinerede, at de kan løses af tekniske
eksperter alene. For at møde disse udfordringer har vi behov for nye måder,
hvorpå vi kan forstå vores profession og vores relationer til andre dele af
samfundet, for nye arbejdsformer og for nye måder at samarbejde med andre
grupper på.

Udviklingen drives i høj grad af brugen af datamater. Det er derfor ikke over-
raskende, at erkendelsen af disse forandringer kun sker langsomt inden for
datalogien, og at dens første “main-stream” manifestationer er på områder
tæt knyttet til praksis, så som curriculum diskussioner og (amerikanske) etik-
regler. Men ringene breder sig, og i talen til den 13. IFIP Verdens Kongres fra
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værtsinstitutionen Hamborg Universitet blev der peget på behovet for at
styrke demokratiske værdier og en økologisk bæredygtig udvikling.

Den nyorientering, som efterlyses, sker ikke fra den ene dag til den anden. På
den anden side findes der allerede en mere end tyveårig forskningstradition,
der inkorporerer en række af de grundlæggende værdier, som efterlyses
ovenfor. To eksempler fra min egen forskning er DUE og UTOPIA
projekterne. DUE om demokratisk indflydelse på udvikling og brug af edb-
systemer, og UTOPIA om forbedring af kvalitet i arbejde såvel som produkt.

Jeg opfordrer læseren til at betragte de præsenterede arbejder i dette lys: som
en søgen efter professionel og videnskabelig nyorientering for at møde de
udfordringer, der kommer fra brugen af datamater.

2 FORSKNINGSOMRÅDET

De to ord i titlen – “brugere” og “datamater” – giver en første karakteristik af
området. På det mest generelle niveau handler det om mennesker, der bruger
datamater, og deres relationer til udvikling og brug af datamatiske systemer.
Sammenlignet med en traditionel tilgang til datalogi tager min og lignende
forskning udgangspunkt i, at det er brugerne, der giver anvendelsen af
datamater mening. Den første distinktion er således mellem en traditionel/-
mekanistisk/funktionalistisk tilgang på den ene side og en kontekstuel/-
romantisk/“ikke-funktionalistisk” på den anden.

En kontekstuel/romantisk/“ikke-funktionalistisk” tilgang anerkender
interessekonflikter og dermed fraværet af “den ene bedste løsning”.
Resultatet af en design indsats afhænger af konteksten – hvilke interesser
støttes – og af indsatsen selv – hvilke deltagere støttes. Desuden er design
forankret i tid og sted: betingelser, der varierer fra land til land og skifter over
tid, har afgørende indflydelse. Denne simple erkendelse har haft afgørende
indflydelse på min egen forskning og den tradition, som jeg har været med til
at udforme: i 1970’erne støttede eksisterende kontekster for design kun
ledelsesinteresser, og jeg arbejdede med at udforme supplerende kontekster,
der støttede bruger-/arbejderinteresser. Senere, i midten af 1980erne, havde vi
store vanskeligheder med at støtte bruger-/arbejderdeltagelse i design
aktiviteter, og dermed vanskeligt ved at udnytte de ny kontekster, som var
skabt siden midten af 1970erne. Jeg begyndte derfor at fokusere min forskning
på udvikling af sådan støtte til bruger-/arbejderdeltagelse i egentlige design-
aktiviteter.

Dette sidste tema, støtte til bruger-/arbejderdeltagelse i egentlige design-
aktiviteter, karakteriserer nu et forskningsområde. Den mærkat, der for tiden
oftest hæftes på området er “Participatory Design” (brugerdeltagelse i system-
udvikling), PD. Området er forholdsvis nyt og har oplevet en nærmest
eksplosiv vækst i de seneste år. En af traditionerne inden for området – den
skandinaviske, som min egen forskning er en del af – har en 25-årig historie
med stærk vægt på arbejdsplads demokrati. Andre arbejder, der erklærer sig
som tilhørende PD eller “tidlig bruger-involvering”, har baggrund i
discipliner så som Informations Systemer og Menneske-Maskin Interaktion
discipliner, hvor brugerne traditionelt først inddrages, når arbejdet er gjort:
når systemet skal installeres og kommende brugere instrueres; eller når
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grænsefladen – ikke funktionaliteten – skal finpudses. Mellem sådanne
yderpunkter findes et rigt og varieret spektrum af forskning med vægtige
bidrag fra specielt Norden, Tyskland, England og USA.

I det følgende har jeg valgt at fremstille min forskning primært i forhold til
området PD, til trods for at den ovennævnte karakteristik som kontekstuel/-
romantisk/“ikke-funktionalistisk” ikke kan siges at omfatte hele PD området.
Den tradition, som jeg selv har været med til at udforme, er gennem årene
blevet givet en række forskellige navne. Pelle Ehn og jeg selv introducerede i
midten af 1980erne navnet “The Collective Resource Approach to Systems
Design” (System design baseret på kollektive ressourcer), CRA, og Bansler har
i samme periode kaldt tilgangen “den fagpolitiske skole”. Med bogen “Design
at Work” fra omkring 1990 introducerede vi begrebet “Cooperative design”
(Kooperativ design) for at fremhæve dels den øgede vægt på egentlige design
aktiviteter, dels inddragelsen af forskningsbidrag med en baggrund i huma-
niora og samfundsfag. Selv finder jeg begge betegnelser dækkende: “System
design baseret på kollektive ressourcer”, CRA, for den skandinaviske
tradition, som jeg siden midt i 1970erne har arbejdet inden for, og
“Kooperativ design” for den del af min og mine kollegers forskning, der –
stadig inden for CRA – er rettet mod egentlige design aktiviteter. Endelig har
jeg, som en yderligere karakteristik af min egen forskning inden for CRA,
valgt undertitlen “En kontekstuel tilgang til design af edb-systemer”, for på
en gang at fremhæve den centrale placering, som design har i min forskning,
og den afgørende vægt jeg lægger på konteksten for designaktiviteter.

I fortsættelse af den ovennævnte opdeling i “kontekster for design” og
“design i kontekst” kan de aktuelle problemstillinger for områdets forskning
opsummeres således.

Kontekster for design

Hovedparten af forskningen inden for dette delområde fokuserer på
sammenhængen mellem den organisatoriske kontekst og design-aktiviteter;
betingelser, der rækker ud over den enkelte organisation inddrages kun
sjældent. De centrale spørgsmål vedrører:

• Betingelserne for effektivt at kunne organisere PD projekter og for at
kunne inkorporere PD teknikker og værktøjer i “traditionelle”
udviklingsprojekter.

• Faktorer, der henholdsvis støtter og hæmmer forskellige gruppers
indflydelse i organisationer i relation til systemudvikling, og – som en
vigtig del heraf –

• Kravene til designerne selv, når de stilles overfor konflikter, samt den
rolle, som værdier og etik spiller.

Design i kontekst

Inden for dette delområde er det meste af forskningen relateret til teknikker
og værktøjer til samarbejde i design: enten direkte ved at præsentere nye eller
modificerede teknikker og/eller værktøjer til PD og erfaringer fra brug, eller
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indirekte ved at behandle teoretiske og metodiske emner af betydning herfor.
De centrale spørgsmål vedrører støtte til brugerne og bruger/designer sam-
arbejde:

• Hvilke teknikker og værktøjer er effektive for brugere og for bruger/-
designer samarbejde i PD,
- i hvilke dele af et projekt
- i hvilke situationer, og
- for hvilke typer af bidrag

• Udvikling og videreudvikling af specifikke teknikker og værktøjer.
• Hvordan designere støtter brugen af sådanne teknikker og værktøjer.

3 DE OPNÅEDE RESULTATER14

I den følgende gennemgang af resultater anvender jeg den ovenfor intro-
ducerede opdeling i “kontekster for design” og “design i kontekst”15, og under
hver af disse overskrifter behandler jeg dels praktiske dels teoretiske resul-
tater. Den nævnte opdeling afspejler samtidig de to hovedproblemer, som jeg
i min forskning har ønsket at behandle: 1) effektiv støtte til brugeres/-
arbejderes indflydelse på brug og udvikling af edb-systemer ud fra egne
interesser, og 2) effektiv støtte til brugeres/arbejderes deltagelse i udvikling af
edb-systemer ud fra egne interesser.

Kontekster for design: strategier og ressourcer

På det praktiske plan har min forskning i tilknytning til DUE projektet været
med til at etablere brugere/arbejdere og – i skandinavisk sammenhæng –
deres fagforeninger, som legitime aktører i relation til lokal brug og
udvikling af edb-systemer. Ide- og metodemæssigt var arbejdet en videre-
udvikling af det norske NJMF projekt. Vores væsentligste bidrag var en
revision af modellen for lokalt arbejde baseret på systematiserede
læreprocesser støttet af målrettede kurser. Det efterfølgende UTOPIA projekt,
som oprindeligt blev formuleret af Pelle Ehn og jeg selv, etablerede en ny
model for samarbejde mellem forskere på den ene side og brugere/arbejdere
og deres fagforbund på den anden. Modellens brug demonstrerede i praksis,
hvorledes kvalitative mål, dækkende både arbejde og produkt, kunne styre
udviklingsprojekter. Endelig havde vores arbejde i en årrække i midten af
1980erne afgørende indflydelse på den teknologiske dagsorden i den grafiske
branche, specielt i Sverige.

Efterfølgende har min, og mine kollegers, forskning givet følgende praktiske
resultater, som er enestående ved den systematiske brug af PD:

                                                
14 I denne sammenfattende redegørelse refererer jeg ikke direkte til de enkelte indleverede
arbejder i gennemgangen af resultater. En sådan direkte sammenknytning findes i den engelske
versions afsnit 3.2 og 3.3.

15 Denne opdeling, eller rettere erkendelsen af kontekstens indflydelse i den her anvendte
betydning, er til dels et resultat af mit og andre CRA forskeres arbejde; den har stort set været
fraværende i amerikansk PD forskning indtil i dag, hvor en række fejlslagne projekter nu har
affødt en ny fokus på kontekstens betydning.
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• vi har udviklet modeller for, og i praksis demonstreret, hvordan
projekter fra start til slut kan baseres på PD teknikker, herunder

• hvordan produktudvikling kan anvende PD teknikker.

Når vi dernæst vender os mod de teoretiske resultater, er der først karak-
teristikken af udviklingsarbejde som en erkendelsesproces. Dette ledte til en
kritik af de dominerende mekanistisk/funktionalistisk inspirerede metoder
og til, at jeg, sammen med Pelle Ehn, formulerede det såkaldte Værktøjsper-
spektiv for edb-udvikling. Dette perspektiv inddrog i sit grundlag en række,
nye, kvalitative forhold, fx. brugernes muligheder for kvalifika-
tionsudvikling og kontrol og adskilte sig hermed afgørende fra
funktionalistisk inspirerede metoder. Senere videre udviklede Pelle Ehn og
jeg perspektivet baseret på arbejdsproces teori, og sammen Joan Greenbaum
udviklede jeg perspektivet yderligere med teoretisk inspiration fra social
konstruktivisme, således at det i dag fremstår som et af de få
sammenhængende formuleringer af et ikke-funktionalistisk design
alternativ, der samtidig er solidt forankret i praksis.

Design i kontekst: teknikker og værktøjer

Mit arbejde med teknikker og værktøjer til design i kontekst begyndte så at
sige af nød under UTOPIA projektet, da vi i praksis oplevede, at eksisterende
teknikker og værktøjer ikke støttede konstruktive bidrag fra de deltagende
brugere/arbejdere. I UTOPIA projektet begyndte vi arbejdet med at anvende
“mock-up’er” (fysiske modeller/attrapper) i design som et middel til at give
de deltagende brugere/arbejdere en første mulighed for at opleve/prøve,
hvordan det ville blive at arbejde med det edb-system, som var under
udvikling, fremfor blot at læse en beskrivelse heraf. Efter UTOPIA projektet
har jeg, dels sammen med Pelle Ehn, dels sammen med Kaj Grønbæk og
Preben Mogensen, videreudviklet mock-up teknikken, således at den i dag er
blandt de førende PD teknikker, idet den kombinerer:

• simulering af fremtidigt arbejde, hvor mock-up’en dækker
• grænseflade, funktionalitet og data-indhold,
• brug af velkendte og dermed forståelige materialer til fremstilling af

mock-up’er, samt
• støtte til samarbejde i design diskussioner og konkrete ændringer.

Efterhånden som andre begyndte at anvende vore PD teknikker, specielt
mock-up’er, blev det klart at de havde tilbagevendende vanskeligheder. I de
mest simple tilfælde skyldes dette, at de ikke havde de realistiske eksempel-
data, som er nødvendige, for at brugerne med udbytte kan simulere
fremtidigt arbejde. I andre tilfælde, hvor disse data var tilstede, viste det sig at
brugerne nærmest forventedes at gennemspille og dernæst kommentere et
manuskript. Men sådanne gennemspilninger giver netop ikke brugerne
muligheder for at komme med selvstændige bidrag af betydning, dertil er de
for “lukkede”. De to centrale værktøjer, som jeg, i samarbejde med Kaj
Grønbæk og Preben Mogensen, udviklede for at overkomme disse
vanskeligheder, er arbejds-situationer/arbejds-situations-oversigter og brugs-
scenarier. De første beskriver relevante eksisterende situationer fra brugernes
arbejdsplads og de anvendes i udviklingen af såvel brugs-scenarier som
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mock-up’er med eksempel-data. Brugs-scenarier indikerer, hvordan edb-
støtte og ændringer i arbejds-organisering i fremtiden kan forbedre udvalgte
arbejds-situationer/arbejds-situations-oversigter og de etablerer konteksten
for simulering af fremtidigt arbejde v.h.a. mock-up’er og eksempel-data.
Brugs-scenarier har hermed den “åbne” karakter, der giver brugerne
mulighed for design-bidrag baseret på anvendelsen af deres faglige indsigt og
erfaring i simuleringen af fremtidigt arbejde.

I vores teoretiske bearbejdning af teknikker og værktøjer har der udkrystal-
liseret sig nogle få centrale indsigter og begreber, som i hovedtræk kan
forklare teknikkers og værktøjers succes og fungere som vejledning i det
videre arbejde.

For det første kan forståelsen af design som en erkendelsesproces anvendes til
at forklare nødvendigheden af faglig indsigt fra såvel brugs-området som det
tekniske, edb-mæssige område i konkrete design-aktiviteter.

For det andet kan det Wittgenstein inspirerede begreb familie-lighed, som det
er udviklet af Pelle Ehn og jeg selv, anvendes til at forklare, hvorledes
brugere bringes til at forstå muligheder for at handle kreativt, bl.a. i mock-up
baserede design-situationer. For det tredie kan begrebet “hands-on
experiences” (konkrete brugs-erfaringer), der oprindeligt er udviklet af Pelle
Ehn og jeg selv, forklare hvordan for-forståelse hos brugerne overskrides, og
ny forståelse skabes gennem inddragelse af bl.a. såkaldt tavs viden i
simulering af fremtidigt arbejde.

Endelig har jeg i en teoretisk analyse af repræsentationer i design vist
hvordan edb-baserede prototyper, ud over de sædvanlige repræsentative og
ikke-repræsentative egenskaber, kan have, hvad jeg kalder “virkelige”
(engelsk: actual) egenskaber. Eksistensen af denne kategori kan forklare
nogen af de uventet store vanskeligheder med at udvikle edb-baserede
værktøjer for PD.

Arbejdet med kontekstuelt baseret design har bidraget til at placere Aarhus
Universitet som et af de absolut førende inden for PD. Med den begyndende
nyorientering inden for relaterede områder, så som menneske-maskin inter-
aktion, er der også mere generelt stor international interesse for og anerken-
delse af vores indsat, senest illustreret ved at Joan Greenbaum og jeg selv er
inviteret som hovedtalere til en af ACMs største konferencer, CHI ‘95 i
Denver.

4 OM METODE

Metode-diskussioner hører til sjældenhederne inden for vores fag, og på
mange måder er dette en udmærket tingenes tilstand: som ny forsker lærer
man at forske ved at blive vejledt af og samarbejde med erfarne forskere –
ikke ved at læse lange udredninger om forskningsmetode. På den anden side
gør denne tingenes tilstand det ikke lettere, når der, som jeg har
argumenteret for ovenfor, er behov for en nyorientering – også
metodemæssigt. Vores ønsker om andre typer af resultater var i
udgangspunktet knyttet sammen med en kritik af den traditionelle antagelse
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om værdifrihed og nødvendiggjorde dermed udviklingen af andre
videnskabelige arbejdsformer, andre metoder.

Dette har givet sig udslag i en tæt kobling mellem praktisk og teoretisk
arbejde, med en insisteren på konkrete erfaringer som det primære i forhold
til teoretisk arbejde. Rent praktisk har det ledt os til at organisere store dele af
vores forskning som projekter baseret på tæt samarbejde med brugere, d.v.s.
med folk, der sammen med os, kan “producere” sådanne konkrete erfaringer.
I perioden frem til midten af 1980erne var store dele af mit arbejde rettet mod
at skabe de sammenhænge, de kontekster, hvori et bredt spektrum af sådanne
erfarings-producerende aktiviteter kunne udfolde sig. Metodisk trak vi i
denne periode dels på teorier om erfaringspædagogik, dels om
aktionsforskning. I den efterfølgende periode, hvor erfarings-producerende
kontekster for design i stort omfang var etableret, har teoretisk bearbejdning
af vore erfaringer og praktiske resultater fået stadig større betydning, og vi har
i vores projekter fokuseret mere på eksperimentel systemudvikling.

5 FREMTIDIGT ARBEJDE

Siden vi i sin tid formulerede den skandinaviske PD tradition, hvoraf kon-
tekstuel design er en del, har den oprindelige vision om at støtte en
udvikling mod øget demokrati i arbejdslivet mistet sin samlende kraft. Uden
for Skandinavien har fagbevægelsen aldrig været dybere involveret i en PD
baseret strategi, indtil etableringen af det australske URCOT initiativ, og i
Skandinavien viste situationen sig at være mere kompleks og mindre
fremkommelig, end vi havde håbet, om end ikke mindre fremkommelig end
vi havde frygtet. Selvom det oprindelige ideal om at støtte en udvikling mod
øget demokrati i arbejdslivet stadig indgår i grundlaget for min forskning, har
vi i dag mere forskelligartede og komplekse relationer til vore samarbejds-
partnere. Vi kan karakterisere en af de væsentlige forskningsopgaver som en
re-evaluering af en række af de oprindelige strategiske antagelser, således som
det illustreres af følgende emner fra den i efteråret afholdte PD konference:

• etik i PD, fx. forpligtelser over for ledelsen i forhold til arbejderne,
• PD politik, fx. identifikation af “interessenter” i et projekt-forløb,
• forskellige PD traditioner i forhold til arbejderbevægelsen,
• PD’s teoretiske rødder, fx. relationerne til aktionsforskning.

Disse spørgsmål er som nævnt på den internationale PD dagsorden, og de
afspejler en fornyet fokus på kontekstuelle spørgsmål. De står samtidig højt
på min egen dagsorden og blev således behandlet i min “opening keynote” på
den ovennævnte PD konference, men min nuværende forskning på dette
område er “igangværende” og endnu ikke rapporteret i artikelform.

Når vi vender os fra konteksten, fra strategi og ressourcer til teknikker og
værktøjer, er situationen mindre kompliceret. Vort igangværende arbejde
med at videreudvikle ikke-edb-baserede teknikker og værktøjer fortsætter,
bl.a. fordi sådanne værktøjer er billige og fordi de stadig støtter samarbejde
om modifikationer af et design langt bedre end edb-baserede værktøjer. Men
samtidig er vi igang med en omfattende satsning rettet mod udviklingen af
en edb-baseret omgivelse for PD. En sådan omgivelse er ønskelig af tre
grunde. For det første er den nødvendig for at øge integrationen mellem
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bruger-afprøvning af prototyper og ændring af disse. For det andet kan den
støtte brugerne i at udvikle deres forståelse af edb-baserede systemer. Og
endelig har en sådan omgivelse mulighed for at øge effektiviteten i store dele
af udviklingsarbejdet. En sådan omgivelse har da også stået på dagsordenen
for specielt skandinavisk PD i godt et årti, men fremskridtene har hidtil været
begrænsede. I mit nuværende arbejde forsøger jeg – og mine kolleger i Devise
centeret – at overvinde de hidtidige problemer gennem: 1) at videreudvikle
ideer fra området edb-støttet samarbejde, 2) at bygge på ideer – og
kompetencer – fra såvel PD som objekt-orienterede omgivelser, 3) herunder
specielt at videreudvikle vores nuværende tilgang til “forståelighed for
brugere” gennem at kombinere ideer fra objekt-orienteret domæne
modellering, fra såkaldte application frameworks (anvendelsesskabeloner) og
fra hypermedier. I dette arbejde synes det rimeligt at antage, at vi kan støtte os
til en række andre arbejder, der ligeledes er rettet mod at udvikle alternativer
til traditionelle, funktionalistiske tilgange, f.eks. Rosson et al’s arbejde med
konceptuelle implikationer af objekt-orientering og den forskning, der
udføres af Goguen og hans kolleger på “The Oxford Centre for Requirements
and Foundations”.


